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Available online 13 April 2016Adaptive actions build on internal probabilistic models of possible outcomes that are tuned according to the er-
rors of their predictions when experiencing an actual outcome. Prediction errors (PEs) inform choice behavior
across a diversity of outcome domains and dimensions, yet neuroimaging studies have so far only investigated
such signals in singular experimental contexts. It is thus unclear whether the neuroanatomical distribution of
PE encoding reported previously pertains to computational features that are invariant with respect to outcome
valence, sensory domain, or some combination of the two. We acquired functional MRI data while volunteers
performed four probabilistic reversal learning taskswhich differed in terms of outcome valence (reward-seeking
versus punishment-avoidance) and domain (abstract symbols versus facial expressions) of outcomes.We found
that ventral striatum and frontopolar cortex coded increasingly positive PEs, whereas dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex (dACC) traced increasingly negative PEs, irrespectively of the outcome dimension. Individual reversal be-
havior was unaffected by context manipulations and was predicted by activity in dACC and right inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG). The stronger the response to negative PEs in these areas, the lower was the tendency to reverse
choice behavior in response to negative events, suggesting that these regions enforce a rule-based strategy across
outcome dimensions. Outcome valence inﬂuenced PE-related activity in left amygdala, IFG, and dorsomedial pre-
frontal cortex, where activity selectively scaled with increasingly positive PEs in the reward-seeking but not
punishment-avoidance context, irrespective of sensory domain. Left amygdala displayed an additional inﬂuence
of sensory domain. In the context of avoiding punishment, amygdala activity increased with increasingly nega-
tive PEs, but only for facial stimuli, indicating an integration of outcomevalence and sensory domain during prob-
abilistic choices.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Keywords:
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Reinforcement learningIntroduction
All biological agents face challenges imposed by the stochasticity of
their habitats. Decision-making becomes especially challenging for
highly volatile environments where changes in choice-outcome proba-
bilities occur frequently and irregularly. For example, the hungry pred-
ator who fails to ﬁnd prey within their territory faces the problem of
inferring whether this is simply due to noise, or whether it indicates
the prey'smigration to another location. Agents thus have to distinguish
between unexpected events that occur because of the stochasticity of
the process, and those that signal change in the causal structure of
their environment (Yu and Dayan, 2005). The necessity to cope with
choice uncertainty is inherent to all domains of learning, across sensory,
motor, and emotional dimensions.sity of Copenhagen, Centre for
Research Centre for Magnetic
Denmark.
. This is an open access article underThe adjustment of choice behavior to environmentally driven
changes in choice-outcome probabilities can be probed in probabilistic
reversal learning (PRL) tasks (Lawrence et al. 1999). In the most com-
mon binary version, subjects are asked to repeatedly choose between
two stimuli which have different probabilities of success (e.g. 0.30 ver-
sus 0.70). These contingencies are repeatedly reversed during the task.
Reinforcement learning approaches to this class of problem assume
that subjects have to continuously update internal estimates in propor-
tion to prediction errors (PEs) — the difference between the expected
and experienced outcomes (Sutton and Barto 1998). Neural correlates
of positive PEs in probabilistic learning have been reported in the stria-
tum (i.e., caudate and putamen), ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC), frontopolar cortex (FPC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC),
medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) and pre-supplementary motor
area (pre-SMA) (e.g. Behrens et al. 2007; den Ouden et al. 2010;
Garrison et al. 2013; Hauser et al. 2015; Iglesias et al. 2013; Jocham
et al. 2009; Valentin and O’Doherty 2009). For negative PEs, associated
brain activity has been reported in ACC, anterior insula and adjacent in-
ferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (Garrison et al. 2013; Hauser et al. 2015;the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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have found evidence for unsigned PEs (Jessup et al. 2010) and even
positive PEs (Vassena et al. 2014). Also in other tasks has the ACC
been suggested to code unsigned PEs (Alexander and Brown 2011;
Silvetti et al. 2013). Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the ACC
has also been suggested to code other aspects of outcome learning,
such as volatility (Behrens et al. 2007) or the learning and predicting
of action outcomes (Jahn et al. 2014).
PEs have been investigated in settings differing in both the sensory
domain (ﬁeld of all possible sensory inputs) and outcome valence (at-
tractiveness or aversiveness of a stimulus), such as pain (e.g. Becerra
et al. 2001; Roy et al. 2014), money (e.g. Behrens et al. 2007; Hauser
et al. 2015; Iglesias et al. 2013) or juice (Metereau and Dreher 2013;
Valentin and O’Doherty 2009). Together these ﬁndings are suggestive
of a prediction error system that is invariant to both sensory domain
and outcome valence. However, in these studies it was not possible to
directly address the invariance of PE processing, because PRL was pre-
dominantly mapped in single-domain contexts and with ﬁxed outcome
valence. As such, conjectures of invariance are generally qualitative.
Although the neural substrates of prediction error computations
have been investigated in various sensory domains, and with outcomes
of positive valence (i.e. rewarding outcomes or omission of reward) and
negative valence (i.e. punishing outcomes or omission of punishment),
no study to date has independently and factorially controlled both of
these contextual variables. It is thus unclear whether the neural corre-
lates above relate to the computational demands of probability tracking,
regardless of the contextual factors, or whether the sensory domain of
stimuli and the valence impose speciﬁc constraints on the networks
performing these computations. To overcome this limitation, the pres-
ent fMRI study used a 2 × 2 factorial design with “outcome valence”
and “sensory domain” as experimental factors. To control valence, the
learning task was either “reward-seeking” with outcomes of positive
or neutral valence or “punishment-avoidance”with outcomes of nega-
tive or neutral valence (Fig. 1). We manipulated the sensory domainFig. 1. Experimental design. A) The four different sub-sessions. The binary choice task required
received a feedbackwhether their choicewas correct or not. In the reward-seeking condition, a
the abstract condition or a smile of the chosen face in the faces condition. An incorrect choice led
or the chosen face with a neutral expression in the faces condition. In the punishment-avoid
negative feedback: a minus sign in the chosen symbol in the abstract condition and the chose
with 70% chance of being correct; the other stimulus had a probability of being correct in 30%
one condition. Subjects were instructed to try to maximize reward or to minimize punishmen
trial. Each trial in the event-related task consisted of a choice phase where the subject had to
right hand. After a ﬁxation cross (1.5 s–7.5 s, jittered), the outcome was presented (800 ms).
sequence for one session. Different kind of feedback associated with one of the stimuli (f
association probabilities were reversed after blocks of 13, 17 or 21 trials (vertical red lines) le
and last trial of a block provided the more likely feedback. White horizontal lines: probability
actually used images from the FACES database (Ebner et al. 2010) cannot be used for publi
Emotional Faces database (Lundqvist et al. 1988).by presenting two different types of stimuli, faces and abstract symbols,
each with their own respective valences. For face stimuli, outcome va-
lence was encoded via facial expression, with smiling for positive and
angry for negative affective feedback. For abstract stimuli, outcome va-
lence was encoded symbolically; a “+” symbol for positive; a “−” sym-
bol for negative feedback (Fig. 1A, B). While there is a substantial
literature showing that smiling faces have intrinsic positive valence
and angry faces intrinsic negative valence (e.g. Gunnery and Ruben
2016; Jaensch et al. 2014; Niedenthal et al. 2010), the abstract stimuli
can be considered to only have a culturally learned association. Neither
facial nor abstract stimuli were associated with another reward
contingency. This experimental design thus enabled us to delineate
the speciﬁcity and invariance of PE computations, and their association
with reversal strategies that subjects employed.
Materials and methods
Participants
20 male subjects (18 right-handed, age range 20–40 years) partici-
pated in this study. Only male subjects were included in order to
avoid hormonal effects of the menstrual cycle. None of the participants
reported a history of drug abuse, neurological or psychiatric disorder.
Written informed consent was obtained prior to the MRI scanning ses-
sions according to the declaration of Helsinki II, and the study had
been approved by the Copenhagen Ethics Committee (KF 01-131/03).
For one subject, the data of one condition was excluded due to misun-
derstanding the instructions, and for another subject, a condition was
excluded due to response pad problems.
The probabilistic reversal learning task
During fMRI acquisition, participants performed thePRL task under a
2 × 2 factorial design, with outcome valence (positive vs. negativeparticipants to choose between two stimuli (symbols or faces). After each choice, subjects
correct choicewas signaledwith positive feedback: a plus signwithin the chosen symbol in
to a neutral feedback: an empty chosen symbol without plus sign in the abstract condition
ance condition, a correct choice led to neutral feedback, while an incorrect choice led to
n face with an angry expression in the face condition. One of the stimuli was associated
of trials. This probabilistic stimulus-outcome association was reversed ﬁve times within
t in the reward-seeking and punishment-avoidance condition, respectively.1 B) Example
choose between the stimuli by pressing a button with the index ﬁnger of the left or the
The next trial started after another ﬁxation cross (1.5 s–7.5 s, jittered). C) Exemplar trial
or example smiling or neutral expression) in dark and light gray. Stimulus-outcome
ading to a total length of 102 trials per condition. Block order was randomized. The ﬁrst
of occurrence for “light gray” feedback in given block.1 Due to copyright limitations, the
cation. The images used in the ﬁgure are therefore taken from the Karolinska Directed
182 D. Meder et al. / NeuroImage 134 (2016) 180–191outcomes) and perceptual domain (faces vs. abstract stimuli) as factors
(Fig. 1). The reward-seeking condition entailed choice contingent re-
wards with p = 0.7 or neutral feedback with p = 0.3, with
counterbalanced probabilities for the other stimulus (p = 0.3 and 0.7,
respectively). The punishment-avoidance condition had equivalent out-
come probabilities, only with punishing instead of rewarding feedback.
In the face condition, subjects received positive (smiling face) or neutral
affective feedback (neutral face) in the reward-seeking condition or
negative (angry expression) or neutral affective feedback in the
punishment-avoidance condition. In the abstract condition, stimuli
consisted of a plus-symbol/no symbol (reward-seeking), or a minus-
sign/no symbol as feedback (punishment-avoidance). Subjects were
instructed that one of the stimuli would provide more positive/non-
negative feedback than the other and that this associationwould change
several times after an unknown period of time. Subjectswere instructed
to attempt to receive as much positive feedback as possible in the
reward-seeking conditions and to avoid as much negative feedback as
possible in the punishment-avoidance conditions. It should be noted
that in the current study, the feedback stimuli were not associated
with concrete external incentives; for example positive/negative feed-
back was not associated with a gain/loss of money. However, we use
the terms "reward" and “punishment” here because of the known in-
trinsic valence of the facial expressions, the well-known symbolic
meaning of the symbols, and the fact that subjects attempted to avoid
the negative and seek the positive feedback according to instructions,
thus experiencing outcomes as correct or incorrect.
PsychoPy software (v. 1.74.01, www.psychopy.org (Peirce 2009))
was used for task presentation on a back-projected screen that partici-
pants viewed with a coil-mounted mirror. In order to limit fatigue and
lack of concentration, subjects were tested on two different days (max-
imum 4 days apart), performing the task in two conditions on each day.
Each condition lasted approximately 18 min. The order of the four con-
ditions was counterbalanced across subjects. Before the MRI scan, sub-
jects rated the attractiveness of 10 females on a visual analog rating
scale outside the scanner (values 0–100). The twohighest rated pictures
with a difference not exceeding 15 points were then used as stimuli in
order to avoid strong preference to one of the stimuli.
Analysis of behavior and trait measures
Weused reversal tendency (the frequency of reversals across all ses-
sions per subject) as an index of probability matching behavior, show-
ing the deviation away from the maximizing strategy of only choosing
the stimulus with the highest reward expectation. We ascertained
that reversal tendency is a measure for probability matching behavior
by correlating reversal tendency with lose-shift behavior (shifting the
choice of the stimulus after a negative outcome), which has been
shown to create probability matching behavior (Gaissmaier and
Schooler 2008). We used two-way ANOVAs to test whether reversal
tendency or success rate, deﬁned as the average number of positive
(in reward-seeking conditions) and non-negative outcomes (in
punishment-avoidance conditions), were affected by outcome valence
or perceptual domain. We also acquired trait measures of impulsivity
as reﬂected by the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale BIS-11 (Barratt Impul-
siveness Scale BIS-11, Patton et al. 1995) as well as risk-attitude (Do-
main Speciﬁc Risk Taking Scale DOSPERT, Blais and Weber 2006) to
see whether these cognitive traits are related to performance in this
task.
Behavioral modeling
Reinforcement learning (RL) models (Bush and Mosteller 1951;
Rescorla and Wagner 1972) postulate that probabilities are tracked by
continuously updating the estimate of each stimulus' expected value
in proportion to the PE, weighted by an adjustable learning rate. In RL,
probability estimates are updated based on the magnitude of theprediction error, weighed by a learning rate parameter α (Dolan and
Dayan 2013; Doll et al. 2012; Summerﬁeld et al. 2011). The RLmodel es-
timates the value of an action (i.e. the value of choosing stimulus A in
the current trial) by updating the value of A with learning rate α with
values between 0.01 and 1.0.
V aið Þ ¼ V ai1ð Þ þ R V ai1ð Þ½  ð1Þ
R was 1, when A was rewarded/not punished, or 0 when not. The
probability for stimulus A to be the correct choice is then given by
p Að Þ ¼ V að Þ
V að Þ þ V bð Þ ð2Þ
The learning rate governs the degree to which the previous outcome
changes the probability estimation, with low learning rates leading to
only minimal changes in p(A). The estimated probability for stimulus
B to be correct was deﬁned as 1-p(A).
While standard reinforcement learningmodels assumeone constant
learning rate throughout the experiment, a Bayesian learner (BL)model
estimates the rate of change of the probabilities, commonly called vola-
tility and adapts the learning rate accordingly. The model takes into ac-
count that only the most recent outcomes carry valuable information,
when the underlying outcome probabilities change rapidly. In that
case, stimulus histories should be discounted more steeply (a higher
learning rate should be used) than in stable environments (Behrens
et al. 2007; Nassar et al. 2010). The estimated outcome probability dis-
tribution is therefore updated applying a learning rate that is dynami-
cally adapted at every trial based on the estimated volatility
distribution. The estimated volatility distribution of the current trial it-
self is also updated in each trial, governed by the estimated variability
of the volatility estimation. Thus, the posterior means of these probabil-
ity distributions provide a value for the current trial for the estimated
outcome probability pi, for the estimated volatility vi and for the esti-
mated variability of the volatility ki. This model that has been applied
in several previous PRL experiments (Behrens et al. 2008, 2007;
Boorman et al. 2009; Summerﬁeld et al. 2011). For a more detailed de-
scription of the model, see Behrens et al. (2007) and Boorman et al.
(2009).
We quantiﬁed model performance by comparing the prediction of
observed choice behaviorwith themodel-derived probability estimates.
This parsimonious approach used in previous studies (Summerﬁeld
et al. 2011) is a degenerate case of a softmax decision rule with an inﬁ-
nitely high inverse temperature. The BL model was ﬁtted to behavior
with α ranging from 0.01 to 0.5. Note, we did not model any learning
rates above 0.5 since the subsequent selection criterionwas themodel's
accuracy in predicting subject's binary choices. Even though learning
rates in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 will lead to different probability estima-
tions, any learning rate above 0.5 will effectively lead to the model
choosing the stimulus that was correct in the previous trial, regardless
of the speciﬁc learning rate. The BLmodel does not have any free param-
eters. After determining the learning rate that best predicts choice be-
havior in every session for the RL model, to account for noise in the
observed choice behavior we also ﬁt decision criteria to the models’
probability estimates and compared prediction performance under dif-
ferent decision criteria by calculating chi-square values (Fig. 2). This ap-
proaches compares performance across decision criteria, as opposed to
across decision rule uncertainties.
We calculated signed PEs by subtracting the outcome (1 or 0) from
the probability estimate, deﬁning PEs to have positive values when re-
ceiving positive or non-negative feedback and negative values when
the outcomewas negative or non-positive.We thus report brain regions
increasing their activity with processing decreasingly negative and in-
creasingly positive PEs (“positive-going”henceforth), aswell as the con-
verse pattern of increasing activity with decreasingly positive and
increasingly negative PEs (“negative-going”).
Fig. 2. Decision criteria plots for all subjects. For every subject, the across-session average prediction performance (chi-square values) of the best-ﬁtting RL model and the BL model is
plotted across decision criteria ranging from 0.01 to 0.99. Shaded area: standard error of the mean.
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MRI acquisitionwas performed on a 3 TMRI scanner (Verio, Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel head coil. For fMRI,
we used a gradient echo based T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI)
sequence (TR 2.15 s, echo time 26 ms, ﬂip angle 78°, 2-fold acceleration
using generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAP-
PA, Griswold et al. 2002). A total of 503 brain volumes were acquired
in a single fMRI session. Each brain volume consisted of 42 slices with
a slice thickness of 3.0 mm and a ﬁeld of view of 192 × 192 mm using
a 64 × 64 grid, resulting in a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3 mm. The EPI se-
quence was optimized for signal recovery of orbitofrontal cortex close
to the base of the skull by tilting slice orientation from a transverse to-
ward a coronal orientation by 30° (Deichmann et al. 2003). Pulse and
respiration were recorded with an infrared pulse-oximeter and a pneu-
matic thoracic belt.
fMRI pre-processing
Image processing and analysis was performed with SPM8 (revision
no. 4667, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of
Neurology; http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). EPI images were slice
time corrected to TR/2 and realigned to the mean EPI image. We used
a non-linear normalization procedure based on discrete cosine basis
functions to normalize themean EPI volume to a standard EPI template
in MNI space (Ashburner and Friston 1999), and smoothed with an iso-
tropic 8 mm kernel (full-width at half-maximum). To correct for low-
frequency drifts, data were temporally ﬁltered using a high-pass ﬁlter
with a cut-off frequency of 1/128 Hz.
fMRI statistical analysis
At the single subject level (ﬁrst level), we created one general linear
model with four sessions. In each session, one regressor modeled the
onset of the feedback phase. We added a parametric modulation of
this regressor with the PE of the given trial (PE-regressor). Other events
of the experiment were added as regressors of no interest (onset of
choice phase, button press, chosen stimulus, no-response trials, 24 re-
gressors to remove residual movement artefacts (modelled usingterms from a Volterra expansion of the six movement parameters esti-
mated during the rigid body realignment procedure (Friston et al.
1996)), cardiac pulsation (6th expansion order) and respiration (4th ex-
pansion order) (retrospective correction technique RETROICOR, Glover
et al. 2000)). All the events weremodelled as stick functions, convolved
with the canonical hemodynamic response function provided by SPM8.
This analysis returned voxel-wise estimates of regressors.We then used
these to compute parametric statistical t-contrast maps reﬂecting the
voxel-wise PE-regressors' effects against baseline with one-sample t-
tests. We did not add regressors controlling for the scanning day
(ﬁrst or second day) for the four conditions, however, the order
in which the four conditions were presented to the subjects was
counterbalanced.
These contrasts were then taken to the second level of analysis,
where we performed a random-effects between-subjects analysis, test-
ing for the signiﬁcance of the effects of interest across the group. Effects
of interest were 1) the combined effect of positive-going and negative-
going PEs across all sessions, 2) differences in the response to positive-
going as well as negative-going PEs between the two reward-seeking
compared to the two punishment-avoidance conditions, 3) differences
in the response to positive-going as well as negative-going PEs between
the two abstract compared to the two facial conditions, 4) the interac-
tion in the response to positive-going as well as negative-going PEs be-
tween the two factors, and 5) the effects of positive-going and negative-
going PEs in each sub-session. We also created images showing the
areas that were commonly activated across all four conditions by
positive-going and negative-going PEs by performing an inclusive
mask on the statistical parametric maps across all four conditions. As a
stricter test, we also employed a null conjunction analysis over the con-
trast images of the four sub-sessions' PE-regressors in a one-way
ANOVA. This is a statistically conservative analysis adjusting the signif-
icance level for the number of contrasts (here four) (Friston et al.
2005). Finally, we performed a whole-brain covariate analysis with
the subjects' reversal tendency and their neural response to positive-
and negative-going PEs.
Possible differences between the neural responses to positive-going
or negative-going PEs between the factors of outcome valence or senso-
ry domain (effects of interest 2) and 3)) cannot be unequivocally
interpreted. For example, any difference between the reward-seeking
and punishment-avoidance conditions might be driven by either a
184 D. Meder et al. / NeuroImage 134 (2016) 180–191stronger increase in activity with positive-going PEs in the reward-
seeking compared to the punishment-avoidance conditions, or by a
stronger increase in activity with negative-going PEs in the
punishment-avoidance context compared to the reward-seeking con-
text, or both. We therefore inspected the response proﬁles in those
voxels showing peak differences between reward-seeking and
punishment-avoidance conditions by extracting individual sub-session
parameter estimates (rfxplot (Gläscher 2009)). Positive parameter esti-
mates in the rewarding-seeking conditions are evidence for the former
effect while negative parameter estimates in the punishment-
avoidance conditions show that the result is driven by the latter
effect. We tested whether differences between subjects regarding
their reversal tendency correlated with PE related brain activity by co-
varying reversal tendency with the parametric effect of positive-going
and negative-going PEs across all conditions. Clusters were deﬁned
using an uncorrected cluster forming threshold of p b 0.001 (corre-
sponding to a t-value N 3.58). Clusters that surpass a cluster-level signif-
icance threshold of p b 0.05 with correction for multiple comparisons
were considered signiﬁcant. The family-wise error (FWE) correction
procedure for non-independent multiple comparisons over the
entire brain were based on Gaussian random ﬁeld theory (Friston
et al. 2007).
Results
Learning performance and reversal tendency
Even in full knowledge of the sequence of hidden states, the best an
agent could perform in our binary probabilistic learning task is a long-
run success rate of 70%, where chance performance, lacking any access
to prior states, is 50%. Subjects reached an average of positive outcomes
in 57.9% (SD 3.0 %) of trials, ranging from 51.3% to 62.3%. Mean success
rate was signiﬁcantly above chance level (Wilcoxon signed rank test,
p b 0.001). Compared to theﬁve actual reversals in the underlying prob-
abilities, subjects showed a substantially higher reversal tendency, de-
ﬁned as the relative frequency of reversals per session, switching on
average 21 times between the two stimuli (range: 7–47, SD 10.32). Re-
versal tendency can be considered an index of probability matching be-
havior, showing the deviation away from the maximizing strategy of
only choosing the stimulus with the highest reward expectation. Ac-
cordingly, reversal tendency was negatively correlated with perfor-
mance (r = −.751, p b 0.001). We also conﬁrmed that subjects'
average reversal tendency and lose-shift behavior, a switching choice
immediately following a loss, were highly correlated (r18 = .918,
p b 0.001). Neither the success rate nor the number of reversals were af-
fected by outcome valence (two-way ANOVA, reward-seeking vs.
punishment-avoidance, F(1,74) = 1.63, p = 0.206 and F(1,74) =
0.81, p = 0.372, respectively), sensory domain (abstract or faces,
F(1,74)= 0.18, p= 0.673 and F(1,74)= 1.99, p= 0.162, respectively),
or their interaction (F(1,74)= 0.13, p= 0.720 and F(1,74)= 0.08, p=
0.775, respectively). Trait measures of impulsivity as reﬂected by the
BIS-11 and DOSPERT did not show any signiﬁcant relationship to any
performance metric.
Modeling choice behavior
We compared two plausible learningmodels with regard to their ﬁt
to the behavioral data (Mars et al. 2012; Summerﬁeld et al. 2011): a RL
model (Bush and Mosteller 1951; Rescorla and Wagner 1972) and a
Bayesian learning (BL) model (Behrens et al. 2007).
In each condition for each subject, we chose the RL model with the
learning rate that had the highest accuracy in predicting the subject's
choices. Across subjects and conditions, the best-ﬁtting RL model pre-
dicted subjects' behavior with an average accuracy of 84.1% (SD 7.79).
The BL model predicted subjects' choices less accurately, with correct
predictions in 75.9% of trials (SD 9.01), which was signiﬁcantly lowerthan the performance of the RL model (Wilcoxon rank sum test,
p b 0.001). The average estimated learning rate of the RL model was
0.28 (SD 0.12). Also when comparing the models with the best-ﬁtting
decision criterion (Fig. 2), the RL model performed signiﬁcantly better
than the BL model (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p b 0.001). Furthermore,
we obtain the same result when ﬁtting softmax functions: Average neg-
ative log-likelihood, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian In-
formation Criterion (BIC) scores for RLmodels were−36.92 (SD 12.16),
77.84 (SD 24.32) and 82.99 (SD 24.31), respectively. For BL models,
average negative log-likelihood, AIC and BIC scores were−46.86 (SD
10.23), 95.72 (SD 20.46) and 98.29 (SD 20.46). A group-level Bayesian
model comparison (Rigoux et al. 2014) on the resulting AIC scores,
returned a posterior exceedance probability of 1.0 for the RL model
being the model for generating the observed choice behavior.
Further simulations (see Supplementary material) showed that the
relatively poor performance of the BL model was due to the speciﬁc ex-
perimental setup chosen in this experiment with comparatively short
blocks compared to other experiments where the same BL was used
(Behrens et al. 2007) and a ﬁxed outcome probability distribution
guaranteeing a 70/30 % distribution within each block. In the speciﬁc
settings of our experiment, the BL model tended to decrease its
volatility estimation and consequently its learning rate in the course of
a sequence.Neural processing of prediction errors
Using the PEs derived from the RL model, we found that positive-
going PEs across all conditions positively correlated with neural activity
in a cluster encompassing dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC), medial FPC and
vmPFC extending into bilateral ventral striatum (VS) as well as in clus-
ters in PCC, left inferior parietal cortex (IPC) and left OFC/ventrolateral
PFC (vlPFC) (Fig. 3). Further signiﬁcant clusters were located in bilateral
inferior temporal gyrus and middle occipital gyrus (Table 1). Negative-
going PEs correlated with activity in a large cluster centered on the
dACC, extending into pre-SMA, right premotor cortex and right dorso-
lateral PFC (dlPFC) (Fig. 3). Further signiﬁcant clusters were found in
precuneus, left dlPFC, right IPC, bilateral anterior insula aswell as prima-
ry visual area (V1) (Table 2).
Only differences in the effect of negative-going PEs on neural activity
were predictive of individual choice behavior. A stronger increase in
activity in ACC and right IFG as a response to negative-going PEs was
negatively correlated with reversal tendency (Fig. 4, Table 2).
In order to infer activation common to all four combinations of the
two factors as well as condition-speciﬁc activation, we computed sepa-
rate statistical parametric maps of activity associated with positive-
going PEs for each of the four conditions (Fig. 5A; see also Table 1).
We also calculated activation inclusive mask operators showing regions
signiﬁcantly activated in all four conditions (Fig. 5A). The FPC and bilat-
eral VS were the only brain regions where outcome related activity was
scaled to positive-going PEs in all four conditions. Employing a more
conservative null conjunction analysis, again the VS and FPC were the
only two activated clusters. However, only activation in the FPCwas sig-
niﬁcantwith a peak z-score of 4.40 (p= 0.022) atMNI-coordinates x, y,
z=−8, 62, 16mm,while activation in the VSwas not signiﬁcant (peak
z-score of 4.01 (p= 0.457) at MNI-coordinates x, y, z = 6, 8,−10mm.
Generally, reward-seeking conditions revealed more widespread acti-
vations than the punishment-avoidance conditions, with clusters in
dmPFC, vmPFC, left amygdala, left OFC, vlPFC and PCC. Equivalent con-
trasts for the negative-going PEs showed that a cluster in dACC was
the only brain region where outcome-related activity increased with
negative-going PEs (Fig. 5B, Table 2) in all conditions with inclusive
masking. This was conﬁrmed with a null conjunction analysis (peak z-
score of 3.98 (p = 0.042) at MNI coordinates x, y, z = 8, 24, 40 mm).
Interestingly, along with the right IFG, the dACC was one of the two
regions predictive of reversal behavior in the task.
Fig. 3. Statistical parametric maps (SPMs) showing brain regions where outcome-related
activity reﬂected positive-going and negative-going PEs across all outcome dimensions.
Regions showing a linear increase in outcome related activity with positive-going PEs
are coded in red to yellow colors. Neural responses to positive-going PEs were found in
a cluster ranging from dmPFC via FPC to vmPFC, extending into bilateral VS as well as in
clusters in PCC, left IPC, left OFC/vlPFC. Regional activity that scaled with negative-going
PEs is labelled with blue to green colors. A large cluster encompassing dorsal ACC
extending into pre-SMA, right dorsal premotor cortex, and right dlPFC coded negative-
going PEs. Other signiﬁcant clusters of activity encoding negative-going PEs were
located in precuneus, left dlPFC, right IPC, left and right insula and primary visual area
(V1). The SPMs are thresholded at p b 0.001 and overlaid on a 1mm resolution MNI
template (http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/downloads/Colin/). MNI-coordinates of
peak activations are listed in Table 1.
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Contrasting the reward-seeking with punishment-avoidance
conditions revealed brain regions where the valence of choice outcome
inﬂuenced the effects of PE. Left IFG (pars orbitalis), SMA, PCC, left
dmPFC, left amygdala, bilateral secondary visual areas, right thalamus
and left middle temporal gyrus showed a stronger scaling of neural
activity to PE magnitude in a reward-seeking context compared to a
punishment-avoidance context (Fig. 6A and Table 1). This effect could
be driven by either a stronger increase in activity with positive-going
PEs in the reward-seeking compared to the punishment-avoidance
conditions, or by a stronger increase in activity with negative-going
PEs in the punishment-avoidance context compared to the reward-
seeking context, or both. We therefore inspected the response proﬁles
in those voxels showing peak differences between reward-seeking
and punishment-avoidance conditions. Signiﬁcant positive parameter
estimates in the rewarding-seeking conditions are evidence for the
former effect while negative parameter estimates in the punishment-
avoidance conditions show that the result is driven by the latter effect.
In most areas, including left IFG, SMA, right thalamus, left dmPFC,
and left temporal gyrus, the outcome valence effect was driven by
strong positive contrast estimates in reward-seeking conditions and
contrast estimates close to zero in punishment-avoidance conditions,
indicating that these areas became selectively engaged in processing
positive-going PEswhen seeking reward but notwhen avoiding punish-
ment (Fig. 6B). In secondary visual areas (V3/V4), we found positive
contrast estimates for both reward-seeking conditions and negativeestimates (i.e. activity scaling with negative-going PEs) for both
punishment-avoidance conditions, showing that these areas were
preferentially geared to the PE that was coherent with the motivational
context. Contrary to our hypothesis, we did not ﬁnd stronger scaling
with negative-going PEs in areas associated with encoding aversive
outcomes in punishment-avoidance compared to reward-seeking
conditions. No regions showed signiﬁcant differences in activity in the
complementary contrast between positive-going PEs in punishment-
avoidance conditions against reward-seeking conditions.Neural correlates of PEs depending on stimulus domain of choice outcome
In left amygdala, the condition-speciﬁc response pattern to PE
was more complex. In addition to the scaled increase for positive-
going PEs in the reward-seeking conditions described above, there
was an effect of sensory domain in the punishment-avoidance condi-
tions (Fig. 6C). Activity signiﬁcantly increased with the negative PE
signaled by the negative (angry) facial expression in the face condi-
tion, but not in the abstract punishment-avoidance condition (t17 =
2.42, p = 0.027). Apart from the amygdala showing a selective effect
for face-speciﬁc PEs in the punishment-avoiding condition, we found
no brain region where the sensory domain of the outcome signal in-
ﬂuenced the scaling of neural activity to positive-going or negative-
going PEs. There were also no signiﬁcant differences in activity asso-
ciated with positive- or negative-going PEs between the face and ab-
stract conditions. Nor did we ﬁnd any signiﬁcant interactions
between outcome valence and sensory domain with regard to activ-
ity scaling with changes in PEs. Please refer to the supplementary
material for the results of testing for any effect of PEs on the neural
signal, and for the effects of any of the factors and their interaction
in an ANOVA design.Discussion
Adaptive action is predicated on building internal probabilistic
models that are ﬂexibly tuned by the errors of their predictions. Such
models are assumed to apply to a diversity of ecological problems, and
thus should generalize across different experimental contexts. Yet neu-
roimaging studies have so far only investigated such signaling in singu-
lar contexts. In this study, we asked which of these signals are valence-
invariant, or not, and which are sensory domain-invariant, or not. The
results suggest that probabilistic choice reversals are determined by
sensory domain-invariant PEs, since we found no signiﬁcant differences
in neural activity patterns between the abstract and the faces condition.
Behaviorally, the best ﬁtting computational models were invariant with
respect to outcome valence and sensory domain dimensions. However,
at the neural level, we identiﬁed two valence- and sensory domain-
invariant cortico-limbic networks, associated with positive-going and
with negative-going PEs. Only activity in the latter network was predic-
tive of reversal behavior: a stronger scaling of activity with negative-
going PEs in ACC and right IFG was associated with a lower tendency
to switch choices. The networks with signiﬁcant predictive value over
the reversal tendency were predominantly valence and sensory
domain-invariant. However, there were two notable exceptions: First,
we found an outcome valence effect in a broad network of regions,
including left amygdala, IFG and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. These
regions showed stronger increases in activity with positive-going PEs
in reward-seeking compared to punishment-avoidance conditions in-
dependent of perceptual domain, indicating a stronger responsiveness
to “better-than-expected” outcomes than to “less-bad-than-expected”
outcomes. Second, while we found no general effect of domain on
PE-related activity, the amygdala showed an increase in activity with
negative-going PEs in the punishment-avoidance condition that was
limited to the facial stimuli.
Table 1
Whole-brain activations by positive-going PEs.
Contrast Peak MNI-coordinate
right hemisphere
Peak MNI-coordinate
left hemisphere
Region Z-score peak x y z Z-score peak x y z
Positive-going PEs all conditions
Medial frontopolar cortex 5.97 −8 62 12
Ventromedial PFC 5.61 −4 40 −8
Ventral striatum 5.32 6 8 −10 5.28 −6 8 −6
Dorsomedial PFC 5.24 −12 50 36
Posterior cingulate cortex 5.13 −4 −52 12
Inferior parietal cortex 5.08 −52 −68 30
Orbitofrontal/ventrolateral PFC 4.92 −36 36 −16
Anterior inferior temporal gyrus 4.02 58 −4 −26 4.50 −60 −16 −26
Middle occipital gyrus 4.24 44 −84 20
Posterior inferior temporal gyrus 4.19 −52 −54 −16
Positive-going PEs reward-abstract
Dorsomedial PFC 5.19 −6 44 58
Medial frontopolar cortex 4.79 −8 60 14
V3/V4 4.81 30 −98 −10 4.66 −26 −102 −6
Middle temporal gyrus 4.72 −58 −18 −24
Ventral striatum 4.69 6 8 −10
Amygdala 4.45 −16 −4 −20
Ventromedial PFC 4.26 0 30 −18
Ventral striatum 4.15 −12 6 −8
Inferior parietal cortex 4.44 44 −66 24
Orbitofrontal/ventrolateral PFC 4.35 −38 30 −18
Inferior parietal cortex 4.15 −44 −68 30
Fusiform gyrus 4.15 −30 −34 −16
Posterior cingulate cortex 3.64 2 −48 34
Positive-going PEs punishment-abstract
Ventral striatum 4.58 4 10 −8 4.95 −18 10 −12
Frontopolar cortex 4.11 −10 64 14
Positive-going PEs reward-faces
Inferior parietal cortex 5.87 −44 −64 22
Medial frontopolar cortex 5.56 −6 62 16
Ventromedial PFC 5.36 −2 44 −10
Dorsomedial PFC 4.87 −14 36 52
Amygdala 4.16 28 −14 −22 4.79 −24 −2 −16
Ventral striatum 4.11 8 6 −12 4.52 −8 6 −12
Orbitofrontal/ventrolateral PFC 5.12 −36 34 −16
Posterior inferior temporal gyrus 5.02 −46 −42 −16
Posterior cingulate cortex 4.98 −4 −54 30
Anterior inferior temporal gyrus 4.82 −62 −10 −20
Primary motor cortex 4.52 32 −26 52 3.98 −36 −18 50
Positive-going PEs punishment-faces
Ventromedial PFC 4.75 −4 34 −6
Ventral striatum 4.14 −4 12 −8
Medial frontopolar cortex 4.20 −12 64 12
Positive-going PEs both rewarding conditions N both punishment conditions
V3/V4 5.26 44 −48 −16 5.89 −38 −46 −20
Amygdala 5.09 −18 −6 −14
Inferior frontal gyrus 4.96 −50 32 −18
Middle temporal gyrus 4.75 −60 −18 −24
Thalamus 4.74 20 −26 4
Dorsomedial PFC 4.34 −8 40 58
Supplementary motor area 4.19 −4 −16 46
Posterior cingulate cortex 4.04 −6 −52 36
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Our experimental factors had no consistent effects on individual
reversal tendencies and on the ﬁt or the performance ranking of the
computational learning models. This could be interpreted as indicating
that at the individual level, the underlying computations are invariant
with respect to outcome valence and sensory domain because they
are driven by the same underlying computations. However, outcome
valence has been shown to differentially affect probabilistic learning
behavior under conditions of cumulative reinforcement (Tomer et al.
2014), suggesting that this might depend on the incentive structure of
the task.
We attribute the relatively poor performance of our BL model to its
rigidity, as it did not have any free parameters to account for inter-
individual differences and allowing differences in the prior beliefsabout the higher order structure of the environment. A version of a
Bayesian model that overcomes these limitations such as a hierarchical
Gaussian ﬁlter (HGF) model might have produced better model ﬁts
(Mathys et al. 2011).
Outcome valence and perceptual domain invariant encoding of PE
We identiﬁed two distinct networks encoding outcome valence and
sensory domain invariant PE. The magnitude of positive-going PEs was
encoded in a bilateral network, including the VS, vmPFC, FPC, dmPFC,
PCC, OFC, left IPC, left inferior temporal gyrus. This ﬁnding corroborates
previous neuroimaging studies which have linked activity in these re-
gions with positive-going PEs (Hauser et al. 2015; Iglesias et al. 2013).
Likewise, an overlapping set of regions has been associatedwith reward
PE in a meta-analysis (Garrison et al. 2013). Activity in the anterior
Table 2
Whole-brain activations by negative-going PEs.
Contrast Peak MNI-coordinates
right hemisphere
Peak MNI-coordinates
left hemisphere
Region Z-score peak x y z Z-score peak x y z
Negative-going PEs all conditions
Anterior cingulate cortex 5.02 8 26 42
Supplementary motor area 4.79 4 16 46
Premotor cortex 4.59 36 12 58
Dorsolateral PFC 4.41 34 42 38 4.37 −30 36 30
Precuneus 4.53 12 −68 46
Inferior parietal cortex 4.37 48 −44 40
Anterior Insula 3.83 30 26 0 4.34 −30 22 −2
Primary visual area 4.22 −4 −82 2
Negative-going PEs reward-abstract
Middle frontal gyrus 4.43 38 6 64
Anterior cingulate cortex 4.40 −10 20 42
Pre-supplementary motor area 4.30 4 18 50
Anterior PFC 3.70 36 46 38 4.15 −30 50 16
Anterior insula 3.99 −40 16 0
Negative-going PEs Punishment-Abstract
Cerebellum 4.34 −38 −56 −32
Inferior parietal cortex 4.33 36 −54 40
Anterior cingulate cortex 3.90 6 24 38
Negative-going PEs Reward-Faces
Anterior cingulate cortex 3.93 6 28 44
Negative-going PEs Punishment-Faces
Anterior cingulate cortex 4.45 4 24 42
Anterior insula 3.99 −36 20 2
Negative-going PEs all conditions, covaried with reversal tendency
Anterior cingulate cortex 4.04 10 40 20
Inferior frontal gyrus 4.04 48 24 4
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These regions are associated with aversive stimuli (Gasquoine 2014;
Liu et al. 2011) and were also consistently responsive to aversive PEsFig. 4. Regional outcome-related activity to negative PEs predicts individual differences in
reversal tendency. A) Clusterswhere the outcome related activity scaled to negative-going
PEs across all conditions predicts individual reversal tendency. The higher the regional
response to negative PEs in the anterior part of dorsal ACC and the pars triangularis of
the right IFG the lower was the reversal tendency during the task. The maps are
thresholded at p b 0.001 using a MNI template with 1 mm resolution. B) Extracting the
ﬁrst eigenvariate from each cluster shows the relationship between mean increase in
activity to negative-going PEs and reversal tendency. It should be noted that the
signiﬁcant covariation of neural signal and reversal tendency has been established with
the SPM-analysis shown in panel A), the correlation plots are for illustration purposes.in the samemeta-analysis (Garrison et al. 2013). Together this evidence
is suggestive of parallel systems, tracking the probabilities of negative
and positive outcomes.
Via inclusive masking analysis, we found that the VS and FPC were
invariant to both outcome valence and perceptual domain for
positive-going PEs, whereas the dACC was equivalently invariant for
negative-going PEs. These results are pertinent to the ongoing debate
on the dimensionality of valence representations (Fiorillo 2013;
Morrens 2014). The underlying question is whether appetitive and
aversive outcomes are represented in the brain along one dimension
of “value”, ranging from good to bad - single-dimension hypothesis –
or whether they are two differently represented concepts – two-
dimensions hypothesis (Morrens 2014). The single-dimension predicts
that “less-bad-than-expected” outcomes should be processed similarly
to “better-than-expected” outcomes. Fiorillo (2013) showed that dopa-
minergic midbrain neurons only reacted to “better-than-expected”, but
not to “less-bad-than-expected” outcomes putatively corroborating the
two-dimensions hypothesis. In our study, neural activity in VS was
scaled to positive-going PEs in both, reward-seeking and punishment-
avoidance conditions, supporting the single-dimension hypothesis,
though with the obvious caveats surrounding the spatial sampling
resolution, and the possibility that distinct subpopulations at the sub-
voxel level might have fused their differential activity into a single-
dimension activity at the voxel level. Additionally, it should be men-
tioned that the VS did not show a signiﬁcant response to positive-
going PEs in the null conjunction analysis, though it was signiﬁcant in
all four sub-sessions separately.
While it is well-established that VS codes positive-going PEs, a key
role of FPC for encodingpositive-going PEs is less obvious. It could be ex-
plained by a study that explored differences in reinforcement learning
between patients with FPC lesions and healthy controls (Kovach et al.
2012). The two groups differed in terms of implementing recent trends
in choice behavior: A negative outcome in the second most recent trial
together with a positive outcome in the most recent trial constitutes a
short-term positive trend. In control subjects, this trend made a choice
of the most recently rewarded stimulus even more likely than it was
Fig. 5. Brain activity scaled to positive-going (A) and negative-going PEs (B). A) Statistical parametric maps (SPMs) showing brain regions where outcome related activity scaled to
positive-going PEs. The central SPMs presented in the white circle show clusters in VS and FPC where outcome related activity reﬂected positive-going PEs in each of the four
conditions. Sagittal slices at X =−8, coronal at Y = +10, axial at Z =−14. B) SPMs showing brain regions where outcome related activity scaled to negative-going PEs. Axial slices
at Z =−2 and Z = +20, sagittal slices at X = +6. A and B) The scaling of regional activity with positive-going and negative-going PEs is also given for each condition separately
(green and blue squares). Top left (dark green): reward-abstract condition. Top right (dark blue): punishment-abstract. Bottom left (light green): reward-faces. Bottom right (light
blue): punishment-faces. All SPMs are thresholded at p b 0.001 and overlaid on a 1mm resolution MNI template.
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choice behavior in FPC lesioned patients. In our study, we have a highly
uncertain environmentwhere the entropy of the probability mass func-
tion for the given 70%/30% probability distribution (−0.69) is relatively
close to that of an unbiased 50%/50% distribution (−0.61). Thus, it is
quite difﬁcult to track the underlying probabilities accurately and sub-
jects might rely more on the FPC for recent trend extrapolation than
in other environments.
The dACC has previously been associated with aversive outcomes
(Fujiwara et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2011) and speciﬁcally negative PEs
(Garrison et al. 2013). However, in other studies the dACC has been sug-
gested to play a more integrative role in PE encoding, showing increased
activation for both positive and negative PEs (Jessup et al. 2010; Klavir
et al. 2013;Metereau andDreher 2013). These twonotions are notmutu-
ally exclusive and the sensitivity of dACC to positive and negative PEs
might depend on the contextual setting of the decision. The dACC may
bias its sensitivity to aversive outcomeswhen the task is to decidewheth-
er to conﬁrm or reverse an internal estimate of outcome probabilities.Negative-going PEs predict reversal behavior
In many settings, negative outcomes signal the need for behavioral
adaptation,while positive outcomes tend to reinforce the currently pre-
ferred choice behavior (Skinner 1953). In accordancewith negative PEs’
behavioral relevance, we found that only neural responses to negative-
going PEs predicted inter-individual differences in reversal tendency. In
dACC and right IFG a stronger neural response to negative-going PEs
was associated with lower reversal tendency. In other words, individ-
uals with a low reversal tendency recruited these regionsmore strongly
when they received unexpected negative feedback.
When making probabilistic decisions, human subjects tend to use a
“probability matching” strategy, choosing each stimulus in proportionto its reward probability (Gaissmaier and Schooler 2008; West and
Stanovich 2003). This probability matching pattern can be created by
a lose-shift strategy (Gaissmaier and Schooler 2008) and our behavioral
analysis shows a strong correlation between subjects’ general reversal
tendency and their lose-shift behavior. The dACC is a key region for
action-outcome monitoring (Kolling et al. 2014; Rushworth et al.
2011) and right IFG plays an important role in behavioral inhibition
(Aron 2011; Greenhouse et al. 2011). Therefore, the stronger response
of ACC and right IFG to negative-going PEs may facilitate a more strate-
gic rule-based choice behavior, rendering subjects more reluctant to
reverse choices in response to negative events.The effect of outcome valence and perceptual domain
Our experimental design enabled us to test how the outcome valence
and perceptual domain of probabilistic outcomes inﬂuenced the neural
encoding of PEs. We found that the left IFG, SMA, PCC, left dmPFC, right
thalamus and left middle temporal gyrus was more sensitive to “better-
than-expected” than to “less-bad-than-expected” outcomes. This effect
was independent of perceptual domain. This neural response pattern is
congruent with the two-dimensions hypothesis, showing that these
brain regions are selective for positive PE, if the PE is associated with a
presence of a reward, rather than with absence of punishment.
The amygdala showed a more complex pattern of activity. Like IFG,
SMA, PCC or left dmPFC, the left amygdala displayed stronger activity
increases with positive-going PEs in reward-seeking relative to
punishment-avoidance conditions for both types of outcome stimuli.
In contrast to these other regions, the amygdala also showed stronger
scaling to negative-going PEs in the punishment-avoidance relative to
the reward-seeking condition, but only for face stimuli. In other
words, the left amygdala was more sensitive to “worse-than-expected”
than to “less-good-than-expected” outcomes, but only to facial stimuli
Fig. 6. Stronger activity scaling to positive-going PE in a reward-seeking context as opposed to punishment-avoidance. A) Statistical parametric map showing brain regions where activity
scaling with PEs was stronger in reward-seeking than punishment-avoidance conditions. Note that this contrast reﬂects both, stronger activity scaling with positive-going PE for reward-
seeking relative to punishment-avoidance as well as stronger activity scaling with negative-going PE for punishment-avoidance as opposed to reward-seeking. Further activation was
found in right thalamus and left middle temporal gyrus (not shown). The statistical maps are thresholded at p b 0.001, uncorrected (whole-brain), cluster-level p b 0.05 FWE. MNI-
coordinates of peak activations are listed in Table 1. B) and C) Positive contrast estimates in reward-seeking conditions (green) indicate a stronger scaling with positive-going PEs in
reward-seeking compared to punishment-avoidance conditions. Negative contrast estimates in punishment-avoidance conditions (blue) indicate a stronger scaling with negative-
going PEs in punishment-avoidance compared to reward-seeking conditions. Black bars indicate Standard Error of the Mean. Contrast estimates are in arbitrary units. B) Contrast
estimates of peak coordinates in bilateral V3/V4, left IFG and left dmPFC. The contrasts estimates of the other signiﬁcant areas in A) not shown here showed similar patterns of
activation as the left IFG and left dmPFC. C) Contrast estimates at peak activity in left Amygdala. *signiﬁcantly different at p b 0.05, t-test over ﬁrst eigenvariates derived from activity
in left amygdala (AAL atlas mask, WFU pick atlas toolbox in SPM8).
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have a stronger affective component than the abstract symbols, howev-
er, since they also differ in the visual conﬁguration, the effect cannot be
unequivocally attributed to any of these properties. However, the amyg-
dala has been suggested to integrate valence and salience (Belova et al.
2007; Roesch et al. 2010) and to process negative feedback in reversal
learning (Klavir et al. 2013; Nashiro et al. 2013, 2012). Furthermore,amygdala activity reﬂects affective experience, especially of negative
valence (Lindquist et al. 2015; Satpute et al. 2015). Our results extend
previous work by showing that the amygdala is sensitive to the out-
comevalence of PE, but in the case of negative feedback this only applies
to socially relevant feedback.
In summary, this study sketches the neuroanatomical distribution of
networks underlying the specialization and generalization of prediction
190 D. Meder et al. / NeuroImage 134 (2016) 180–191error computations, and their use in tracking the vicissitudes of environ-
ments across a diversity of domains.
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